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Abstract

We will present a critical analysis for parallel functional profilers. In par-
ticular, the profiling tools of the parallel Haskells Eden and GHC-SMP. We
will investigate how the data size of profiling and the runtime overhead of these
tools change in response to the increase in computation size and the increase
in the number of Processing Elements (PEs). In addition, we will evaluate the
main features and properties of these tools that make them suitable for iden-
tifying performance problems. In addition, this study will compare functional
profilers with profilers of imperative parallel languages.

1 Introduction

Performance tuning has always been a main concern for parallel programming. Writ-
ing a program to run in parallel does not guarantee performance gain, unless the
distribution of work is carefully taken with the right balance between carrying par-
allelism and computations. This is not an easy task. Finding performance problems
and tuning parallel programs can be error prone. In addition, it may require sophis-
ticated experience, if it is not supported with proper performance analysis tools. A
well established approach to solve such problems is parallel performance profiling.
In parallel performance profiling, the execution behaviour of the parallel program is
captured during the execution in the form of profiling data which is then analysed
to investigate the performance issues.

Unfortunately, parallel performance profiling comes with a high price. To obtain
performance data from the parallel program the execution need to be monitored.
Monitoring the execution behaviour requires either the runtime system or the ap-
plication to be modified to produce performance data. Two problems arise from
monitoring the behaviour of parallel program: the size of profiling data and the
runtime overhead. The monitored application produces performance data which
needs to be stored for post-execution analysis. This data can be in the form of trace
events or summative profile. The Summative profile can impact the performance due
to the use of the caches but it does not require large space or large number of I/O
operations since the data can be kept in memory then written once the application
has finished execution.
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However, the tracing data can grow substantially and requires the application to
perform lots of I/O operations to write trace events to a file system. This does not
scale well specially when large numbers of PEs are used to run the application. In
addition, it can lead to unmanageable amounts of tracing data. Nonetheless, tracing
perturbs the performance and introduces great execution-time overhead.

Even though, profiling parallel performance causes all this perturbations, almost
every parallel profiler claims to bring some benefits to its users. Parallel profilers can
be useful tools to identify performance problems e. g., unbalanced work distribution
and performance bottlenecks. Each profiling tool comes with features, analytical
capabilities and a different way of presenting the performance data that makes it
beneficial its users.

With all this in mind, we will investigate the performance, main features and
facilities of two parallel functional profilers. In particular, the profilers of the general
purpose lazy functional language Haskell [16]. This study will show how the tracing
of functional profilers behave in terms of the profiling data size1 and the profiling
runtime overhead. Moreover, the main features and facilities of these profilers are
critically analysed. This evaluation will benchmark the functional profilers with a
Concordance application [28]. Measurements are taken with different metrics to
observe how the profilers behave when increasing the computation size and the
number of PEs. In addition, this study will compare the functional parallel profilers
to a state-of-the-art imperative parallel profile.
The contributions of this report are as follows:

• Empirical analysis of how the profiling data size and the runtime overhead of
the parallel functional profilers changes in response to the increase in two fac-
tors: the computation size and the number of PEs. Furthermore, the profiling
data sizes and the runtime overhead of parallel functional profilers are com-
pared with the profiling data size and the runtime overhead of their imperative
counterparts.

• Critical discussion of the main features of the parallel functional profilers. In
addition, comparison of those features with a state-of-the-art parallel impera-
tive profiler.

This report is divided into different sections concerning a specific aspect of par-
allel profiling as follows:

Section 2 briefly explains the performance profiling process, discusses both im-
perative and functional parallel profilers and introduces the profilers used in our
experiments.

In section 3 we will present the experimental setup that we used to gain the data
presented in this report.

In section 4 we will begin the critical analysis by reporting the results of the
profiling data size. As part of this we will discuss the profiling data size of trace
based profilers and the profiling data size of summative based profilers. We will
conclude this section by presenting a comparison between the profiling data size of
functional profilers and the profiling data size of imperative profilers.

1 We mean the storage space which the profiler consumes to store the profiling data e. g., the
size of a trace file.
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In section 5 we will develop further the critical analysis to see how profiling can
affect the runtime of the parallel application (profiling runtime overhead). After
which we will discuss the runtime relative overhead of both distributed and shared
memory profilers. We will finish this section with a comparison between the profil-
ing runtime overhead of functional profilers and the profiling runtime overhead of
imperative profilers.

Finally, in section 6 we will compare the parallel profilers from another per-
spective. We will question how these profilers present the profiling data to the
programmers. Firstly, we will discuss graphical visualisation tools Then we will
discuss text based visualisation tools.

2 Background

2.1 Process of Performance Profiling

The process of performance profiling is broken into different stages. The output
of one stage is the input for the following stage [22, 5]. The process consists of
the following stages: data collection, data analysis and data presentation. Figure 1
illustrates the general process of performance profiling.

Data Collection

Profiling data

Execution

Presentation Analysis 

Figure 1: Performance Profiling Process.

Data Collection. The profiling process starts by collecting performance data from
the executing program. The data collection process can take different forms e. g.,
profiling, sampling and tracing. Tracing is the most used approach for collecting
more detailed and comprehensive information about the behaviour of the executing
program. However, tracing is more intrusive than sampling and profiling. Tracing is
implemented by either instrumenting the runtime system or the parallel application
to emit trace events during the execution. A trace event consists of time stamp and
a string that describes it. The emitted trace events will be stored in what is called
a trace file.

Data Analysis. Next in the process is the analysis of performance data. The
collected data, in particular trace events can consist of thousands or millions of
trace events. In order to understand what happened during the execution these
trace events need to be analysed. The analysis process starts by reading the raw
trace events. After that the trace events can be sorted, categorised or grouped. In
addition, counters and statistics can be derived. The results can be shown to the
user instantly, saved into a file or feed to a presentation tool for visualisations.
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Presentation. Presenting the performance data is about transforming the trace
events into a form that reflects the execution behaviour of the parallel proram.
The data presentation can be graphical based or text based. In the graphical data
presentation graphs such as Gantt chart or Kiviat diagram are used to map trace
events to a physical or logical computation resource e. g., a processor or a thread. In
contrast, the text based presentation uses summaries, tabales and statistics to give
information about the execution behaviour of the program.

2.2 Shared and Distributed Memory Profiling

Parallel performance profiling depends on the programming model of the profiled
program. In distributed memory parallelism, different processes work together to
solve a problem communicating by messages passing. In addition, the processes may
be located in physically separate places. In contrast, shared memory parallelism,
processes collaboratively solve a problem by reading and writing to shared space
between all the processes. This raises challenges unique to the distributed memory
profiling. For instance, how to profile highly scalable systems, monitor communica-
tion, manage multiple trace files, synchronise trace events and resolve different clock
rates. Therefore, profiling distributed memory parallelism is more challenging than
shared memory parallelism.

2.3 Imperative Profiling

Imperative parallel languages since the early 90’s have been supported by a variety
of performance analysis tools. Earlier profilers, for example, ParaGraph [17], Pablo
[30] and XPVM [21] were the first of their kind to provide parallel programmers with
useful information about the real parallel execution. Nonetheless, the field of par-
allel profiling is continuing and facing new challenges e. g., larger and highly scaled
parallel systems and high-level parallel languages. These challenges encouraged the
research community to continue what has been established and introduce what we
have today of advanced performance tools e. g., Vampir [38], Scalasca [32, 9] and
TUA [34].

2.3.1 Score-P and Vampir

Score-P. Score-P [33] is a performance measurement infrastructures for parallel
programming. Score-P is highly scalable and can work on HPC. It supports its users
with tools for profiling, event tracing and online analysis of parallel application.
In addition, Score-P can work with a number of performance analysis tools e. g.,
Vampir [38], Scalasca [32, 9]and TUA [34]. Score-P made this possible by adopting
standardised output formats such as the Open Trace Format (OTF) [20], the CUBE4
profiling formats [8] and using instrumentation tools like Opari2 [26].

Vampir. Vampir [4, 27, 38] is a Graphical User Interface (GUI) which provides
the capability to read, analyse and present graphically the performance monitoring
data (see Figure 31) for different parallel imperative languages e. g., C or Fortran
with MPI or OpenMP, or CUDA. Vampir provides its users with multiple views in
order to help them to understand the execution behaviour of their parallel programs
with the capability to work on large scale computing infrastructures e. g., HPC.
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Figure 2: Vampir Visualising a Score-P Trace File.

2.3.2 mpiP

mpiP [39] is a profiler for MPI applications. mpiP monitors the performance of MPI
by collecting statistical information about MPI functions from the MPI profiling
layer. mpiP does not capture all MPI calls it avoids communication during profiling
and it also can limit the profiling scope to reduce the profiling overhead. mpiP has
no GUI and does not provide performance graphs but it uses text based profile to
show statistical information about the execution of the parallel program.

2.3.3 ompP

ompP [6, 7] is a performance analysis tool for shared memory programming with
OpenMP. ompP monitors the performance of the OpenMP application by collecting
statistical data from the parallel execution. ompP is similar in spirit to mpiP [39],
it has no GUI and it does not present performance graphs, instead it presents the
performance information in a text profile,

2.4 Functional Profiling

Parallel functional languages also have been supported by performance analysis
tools. hpcpp [31] was one of the earliest attempts to profile a parallel Haskell.
GranSim [13, 23], on the other hand, was the first performance analysis tool for
the parallel implementations of the Glasgow Haskell Compiler (GHC) i. e., GpH-
GUM [37] and GpH [29]. In addition, GranSim provided a variety of performance
graphs such overall activity, threads activity and granularity profile. Other vari-
ants of GranSim also had been developed, for example, GranSim-CC [14] for cost-
centre profiling and GranSim-SP [19] to relate threads to the strategies which they
were created with. Influenced by GranSim, more current parallel Haskells profilers
have been developed utilising GUI and provide more features i. e., EdenTV [3] and
ThreadScope [36].

2.4.1 Eden Tracing and EdenTV

Eden Tracing. Eden Tracing is the performance monitoring tool for the parallel
Haskell Eden [24]. The runtime of GHC-Eden [10] is instrumented to produce trace
events. This is can be activated from the runtime options. Previously, Eden Tracing
was implemented by using the Pablo Toolkit [30] and adopting its Self-Defining Data
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Format (SDDF) [2] for the trace files. On the other hand, Eden currently is adopting
the new GHC-PPS Tracing and uses its GHC event log format (GHC-ELF) [18].

EdenTV. The Eden Trace Viewer (EdenTV) [3] is a post-mortem visualisation
tool which provides the capability to read, analyse and present graphically the per-
formance monitoring data (trace file) of the parallel functional language Eden [24]
from the level of the parallel runtime system (PRTS). Two versions of the tool have
been implemented: the first one was Java based implementation and currently there
is a Haskell based re-implementation by Björn Struckmeier [35] which includes more
features than the previous one (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: EdenTV Visualising an Eden Trace File.

2.4.2 GHC-PPS and ThreadScope

GHC-PPS. The GHC Parallel Profiling System (GHC-PPS) [18] is current per-
formance analysis tools for the GHC multicore programming (GHC-SMP) [15]. The
GHC-PPS consists of tracing facility, analysis tools [11] and a GUI for browsing
the trace events called ThreadScope [36]. The GHC-PPS tracing is built in the
GHC runtime. To monitor the performance of a program, tracing flags are added
to both the compilation and the execution options (known as event logging in the
Haskell community). This will produce a trace file (eventlog). The analysis tools
(Ghc-Events) is a Haskell library which has a set of tools for reading and analysing
the resulting eventlog. It is extensible, so users can build their analysis tools that
satisfy their needs.

ThreadScope. ThreadScope [36] is the post-mortem trace analyser for (GHC-
SMP) [15]. It is considered to be the standard tool to read, analyse and present
performance monitoring data generated by the GHC RTS. Afterwards, ThreadScope
is used to see the execution behaviour of the parallel program (see Figure 4).

3 Experimental Methodology

3.1 Concordance Benchmarks

The Concordance benchmark takes as an input a text file containing English text
in ASCII encoding and an integer (N). It processes the text file to find all sequences
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Figure 4: ThreadScope Visualising an GHC Trace File.

of words occurring in the text, up to the length of N, together with the number of
occurrences of this sequence and a list of start indices [28].

The goal of this experiment is to benchmark six parallel profiling tools i. e.,
ompP [6], mpiP [39], Score-P [33] with Vampir [27] (for both shared memory with
OpenMP and distributed memory with MPI), EdenTV [3] and GHC-PPS [18]. For
these experiments we have obtained four parallel concordance benchmarks from
Phase I of the SICSA MultiCore Challenge: Concordance application 2010 [28].
For the shared memory implementations we chose an OpenMP C programming
language concordance implementation developed by Aljabri [1] to benchmark ompP
and Score-P (shared memory profiling). Also we chose a parallel GpH concordance
implementation developed by Ferreiro [28] to benchmark the GHC-PPS. For the
distributed memory implementation we chose an MPI C programming language
concordance implementation also developed by Aljabri [1] to benchmark mpiP and
Score-P (distributed memory profiling). In addition, we chose the Eden Haskell
concordance implementation developed by Horstmeyer [28] to benchmark the Eden
tracing.

3.2 Environment

The experimental data was measured on a Beowulf cluster comprising 32-nodes of
Dell multi-core architecture, eight-core machines; each machine comprising two Intel
quad-core processors (Xeon E5504) running at 2.00GHz, sharing 4MB of L3 cache
and 12GB of RAM. The machines were connected via Gigabit Ethernet and run
under Linux (CentOS 6.3 x86 64).

The compilers used were the gcc Red Hat 4.4.6-4, The Glorious Glasgow Haskell
Compilation System, version 7.2.1 and GHC-Eden (The Parallel Haskell Compila-
tion System, version 7.4.2). The parallel profiling tools that were used were ompP
version 0.7.1 to profile OpenMP, mpiP version 3.3 to profile MPI, Vampir version
8.0.0 Demo with opari 2-1.0.6 to profile OpenMP and Score-p 1.1 to profile MPI,
ThreadScope version 0.2.1 to profile GHC-SMP and EdenTV version 4 to profile
GHC-Eden.

3.3 Measurements

The profiling runtime overhead and the profiling data size were the primary measures
that were used to compare the performance of these profiling tools. The measure-
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ment was taken by executing and profiling a concordance application which matches
the parallel platform of the profiling tool. In order to eliminate noise and achieve
reliable readings, the reported experimental data represent the median of 5 execu-
tions for all experiments. The measurements for these experiments were designed
to execute the concordance applications on a different number of PEs to process 8
different sizes of text files with a concordance sequence of number 4.

For the shared memory implementations, i. e., OpenMP and Haskell (GpH), we
took the measurements on 1 core, 2 cores, 4 cores 6, cores and 8 cores. For the
Eden implementation the measurement was taken on 1 processor, 2 processors, 4
processors, 6 processors and 8 processors. For MPI the implementation requires a
minimum of 2 nodes to work; one as master and the other as worker. Since the
master job is devoted to distributing work and waiting until all the workers have
finished their jobs, we do not think that it will introduce a significant profiling
runtime overhead or a significant increase in the profiling data size. Therefore, the
measurement of the MPI concordance implementation was taken on 1 worker, 2
workers, 4 workers, 6 workers and 8 workers. We increased the number of PEs by
a factor of 2; however, since the maximum number of cores that we have on our
machines is 8, and as using all the available cores on a machine is known to cause
unreliable readings, we decided to use 6 PEs as well as 4 PEs and 8 PEs.

For the input files, we used two text files provided by the SICSA MultiCore
Challenge. The first file is a book called a changed man (ACM) by Thomas Hardy
and it is about 35 KB in size. The second file is the The World English Bible (WEB)
and it is about 4300 KB in size. These two files are significantly different in size.
In order to carry out the experiments we needed more input files with a gradual
increase in size. Therefore, we used the WEB text file as am input to create more
input files with different sizes ranging form 100 KB to 3200 KB. The sizes of the
input files used on the reported experiments were 35 KB , 100 KB, 200 KB, 400 KB,
800 KB, 1600 KB, 3200 KB and 4300 KB. In this instance we started by creating a
text file of 100 KB from the WEB and increased the input file size by a factor of 2
until we reached 3200 KB. Our analysis was based on the data sets 100 KB to 3200
KB. However, for completeness we also included the ACM text file (35 KB) and the
WEB text file (4300 KB) as they are the standard set of input files provided by the
the SICSA MultiCore Challenge.

In order to understand how these tools consume storage space, we measured the
size in kilobytes (KB) of the trace or summative data produced by these different
profiling tools. For each profiling tool we found that the profiling data size changes
in response to the increase in two factors: input size and number of PEs. We
calculated the change ratio in the profiling data size that was caused by increasing
the input size CInputSize by using the following equation:

CInputSize =
(SI2 − SI1)

SI1

∗ 100 (1)

Where S is the trace file size, I1 is the input size and I2 is a bigger input size than
I1.

On the other hand, we calculated the rate of change caused in the profiling data
size by increasing the number of PEs RCPEs i. e., the derivative of the curve by
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using the following equation:

RCPEs =
log2(SP2) − log2(SP1)

log2(P2) − log2(P1)
(2)

Where S is the trace file size, P1 is a specific number of PEs and P2 is a higher
number of PEs than P1.

Moreover, to measure how the profiling can affect the parallel performance of
the parallel programs we measured the runtime relative overhead of profiling for
each profiling tool. The relative overhead (OH) is calculated using the following
equation:

OH =
(TP − TN)

TN

∗ 100 (3)

TN is the runtime of the parallel program without profiling and TP is the runtime
of the parallel program with profiling.

4 Data Size of Profiling

In this section we will report the results from our experiments on measuring the
profiling data size of parallel profilers. Firstly, we will discuss the profiling data size
of trace based profilers. Then we discuss the profiling data size of summative based
profilers. After that, we will conclude this section by comparing the profiling data
sizes of functional profilers with the profiling data sizes of imperative profilers.

4.1 Trace Based Data Storage

In this section we will present and discuss our experimental results from measur-
ing the profiling data size of the trace based profilers i. e., Score-P (for distributed
memory), Eden Tracing, Score-P (for shared memory) and GHC-PPS.

4.1.1 MPI Score-P Tracing Data Size

Figure 5 shows how the tracing data size of Score-P [33] changes as the input size
increases. On the 1 PE curve the data size grows by 2991% from 23449.6 KB at 100
KB to 724889.6 KB at 3200 KB. Similarly, the data sizes of 2 PEs, 4 PEs, 6 PEs
and 8 PEs increase from 100 KB to 3200 KB by about 3002%, 3020%, 3036% and
3038% respectively. As a result, we can say that the tracing data size of profiling
MPI with Score-P increases substantially as the input size increases by about 3000%
between 100 KB and 3200 KB.

However, Figure 6 shows how the tracing data size changes as the number of
PEs increases. On the 100 KB curve the tracing data size grows slightly by about
6.6% from 23449.6 KB at 1 PE to 24985.6 KB at 8 PE. Similarly, the tracing data
size of the 200 KB, 400 KB, 800 KB, 1600 KB and 3200 curves increase slightly by
about 6.1%, 6.5%, 7.6%, 8.2% and 8.2% respectively. Therefore, we can say that
increasing the input size will result in a slight increase to the tracing data size when
profiling MPI with Score-P.

Furthermore, our results show that increasing the input size by a factor of 2 will
result in a significant increase to the size of the trace file by about 96%-103% (see
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Figure 5: MPI Score-P Tracing Data Size: Input Size.

Table 1). However, increasing the number of PEs will result in a slight increase to
the size of the tracing data. Table 2 shows the rate of change in the data size caused
by increasing the number of PEs.

Consequently, we can say that the tracing data size of MPI Score-P is increased
by two factors: the input size and the number of PEs. However, the majority of the
increase is caused by the increase in the input size. In contrast, the increase in the
number of PEs causes a slight increase. Most importantly, doubling the input size
causes a significant increase in the tracing data size which almost doubles the size
of the trace file.

Input Size Change (KB)
100-200 200-400 400-800 800-1600 1600-3200

1 100% 96% 96% 102% 100%
2 99% 96% 97% 102% 100%
4 99% 96% 97% 103% 100%
6 99% 96% 98% 103% 100%
8 99% 97% 98% 103% 100%

Number 
of PEs

Table 1: MPI Score-P Change of Tracing Data Size: Input Size.
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Figure 6: MPI Score-P Tracing Data Size: PEs.

Input  Size

100 KB 200 KB 400 KB 800 KB 1600 KB 3200 KB

1-2 PEs 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.04

2-4 PEs 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.04

4-6 PEs 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03

6-8 PEs 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01

PEs 
Change

Table 2: MPI Score-P Rate of Change for Tracing Data Size: PEs.

4.1.2 Eden Tracing Data Size

Figure 7 shows the how tracing data size of Eden tracing [3] changes as the input
size increases. As the Figure illustrates, all the curves show an increase pattern. On
the 1 PE curve the tracing data size grows by 2699% from 69.5 KB at 100 KB to
1945.6 KB at 3200 KB. Similarly, the trace data sizes of 2 PEs, 4 PEs, 6 PEs and
8 PEs increase from 100 KB to 3200 KB by 2946%, 7339%, 13309% and 30876%
respectively. Therefore, it is evident that the tracing data size increases dramatically
as the input size gets bigger.

Moreover, Figure 8 depicts how the increase in the number of PEs changes the
size of the trace data size. As the Figure demonstrates, all the curves show an
increase pattern. On the 100 KB curve the tracing data size increases by about
141% from 69.5 KB at 1 PE to 167.6 KB at 8 PEs. Likewise, the tracing data size
of the 200 KB, 400 KB, 800 KB, 1600 KB and 3200 curves increase by about 632%,
2103%, 3222%, 3116% and 2568% respectively. However, we noticed that the 35
KB, 100 KB, and 200 KB curves tail off at 4 PEs. We think that the input size is
too small to effectively use more PEs.
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Figure 7: Eden Tracing Data Size: Input Size.

As consequence, both Figures 7 and 8 confirm that the tracing data size of Eden
Tracing increases by two factors: the input size and the number of PEs. Table 3
summarises the change ratios in the tracing data size as the input size is increased
by a factor of 2. The results show that the change ratios range between 39% to
528%. We observed that there is roughly consistent behaviour on 1 PE and 2 PEs
but it is noisy beyond that. Furthermore, Table 4 summarises the rate of change
in the tracing data size caused by the increase in the number of PEs. The rate of
change here is variable ranging between -1.72 and 2.39.

Overall, our results show that increasing the input size will always result in an
increase in the tracing data size. However, it is hard to determine what the change
factor is. In contrast, increasing the number of PEs will result in an increase to
the tracing data size in most cases. However, it is not clear what the change factor
is. Therefore, we can say that increasing the input size or the number of PEs by a
specific factor mostly will result in a significant increase in the trace file size possibly
by a greater value than the increase factor.

Input Size Change (KB)
100-200 200-400 400-800 800-1600 1600-3200

1 83% 109% 96% 96% 92%
2 106% 108% 82% 90% 105%
4 197% 228% 108% 39% 165%
6 251% 377% 100% 111% 90%
8 455% 528% 195% 90% 59%

Number of 
PEs

Table 3: Eden Tracing Data Size Change: Data Size.
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Figure 8: Eden Tracing Data Size: PEs.

Input  Size

100 KB 200 KB 400 KB 800 KB 1600 KB 3200 KB

1-2 PEs 0.92 1.09 1.08 0.98 0.94 1.04

2-4 PEs 1.00 1.53 2.19 2.38 1.92 2.29

4-6 PEs 0.11 0.53 1.45 1.35 2.39 1.56

6-8 PEs -1.72 -0.13 0.82 2.17 1.80 1.19

PEs 
Change

Table 4: Eden Tracing Rate of Change in Data Size: PEs.

4.1.3 OpenMP Score-P Tracing Data Size

Figure 9 shows how the tracing data size of Score-P [33] changes as the input size
increases. On the 1 PE curve the data size grows by 2981% from 32972.8 KB at 100
KB to 1016217.6 KB at 3200 KB. Likewise, the data sizes of 2 PEs, 4 PEs, 6 PEs
and 8 PEs increase from 100 KB to 3200 KB by 3021%, 2993%, 2975% and 2956%
respectively. As a result, we can say that the tracing data size of profiling OpenMP
with Score-P increases dramatically as the input size increases.

However, Figure 10 depicts how the increase in the number of PEs changes the
size of the trace file size. On the 100 KB curve the tracing data size grows slightly
by 4.0% from 32972.8 KB at 1 PE to 34304.0 KB at 8 PE. Similarly, the tracing data
size of the 200 KB, 400 KB, 800 KB, 1600 KB and 3200 curves increase slightly by
4.3%, 4.4%, 6.1%, 7.2% and 3.2% respectively. Therefore, we can say that increasing
the input size will result in a slight increase to the tracing data size when profiling
OpenMP with Score-P.

Moreover, our results show that increasing the input size by a factor of 2 will
result in a significant increase to the trace data size by about 93%-103% (see Table 5).
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Figure 9: OpenMP Score-P Tracing Data Size: Input Size.

However, increasing the number of PEs will result in a slight increase to the size of
the tracing data size. Table 6 shows the rate of change in the data size caused by
increasing the number of PEs.

Consequently, we can say that the tracing data size of OpenMP Score-P is in-
creased by two factors: the input size and the number of PEs. However, the majority
of the increase is caused by the increase in the input size. In contrast, the increase
in the number of PEs only causes a slight increase. Importantly, increasing the
input size by a specific factor while profiling with OpenMP Score-P will result in a
significant increase in the trace file size possibly by a similar value as the increase
factor.

Number of PEs
Input Size Change (KB)

100-200 200-400 400-800 800-1600 1600-3200
1 97% 97% 98% 101% 100%
2 97% 97% 99% 102% 99%
4 98% 98% 100% 103% 95%
6 98% 98% 100% 103% 94%
8 97% 97% 101% 103% 93%

Table 5: OpenMP Score-P Tracing Data Size Change: Input Size.
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Figure 10: OpenMP Score-P Tracing Data Size: PEs.

Input  Size

100 KB 200 KB 400 KB 800 KB 1600 KB 3200 KB

1-2 PEs 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.05

2-4 PEs 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.00

4-6 PEs 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.00

6-8 PEs 0.02 0.01 -0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00

PEs 
Change

Table 6: OpenMP Score-P Rate of Change in Data Size: PEs.

4.1.4 GHC-PPS Tracing Data Size

Figure 11 shows how the tracing data size of GHC-PPS [18] changes as the input
size increases. As the Figure demonstrates all the curves show an increasing pattern.
On the 1 PE curve the tracing data size grows by 7032% from 42.80 KB at 100 KB
to 1024.00 KB at 3200 KB. Similarly, the tracing data sizes of 2 PEs, 4 PEs, 6
PEs and 8 PEs increase from 100 KB to 3200 KB by 1659%, 3087%, 4762%, and
2007% respectively. Consequently, we can say that the tracing data size increases
dramatically as the input size gets bigger.

Furthermore, Figure 12 shows how the increase in the number of PEs changes
the size of the tracing data size. As the Figure demonstrates, increasing the number
of PEs also results in an increase in the tracing data size. On the 100 KB curve
the tracing data size increases by 581.1% from 42.8 KB at 1 PE to 291.5 KB at 8
PEs. Similarly, the tracing data sizes of the 200 KB, 400 KB, 800 KB, 1600 KB
and 3200 curves increased by 434%, 559%, 537%, 475% and 500% respectively. We
noticed that the smallest data inputs i. e., 35 KB, 100 KB and 200 KB, remained
fairly steady after PEs, however, they showed an unexpected increase at 8 PEs.
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Figure 11: GHC-PPS Tracing Data Size: Input Size.

Consequently, both Figures 11 and 12 confirm that the tracing data size is in-
creased by two factors: the input size and the number of PEs. Table 7 summarises
the change ratios in the tracing data size as the input size is increased by a factor
of 2. The results show that the change ratios range between 48% and 216%. Fur-
thermore, Table 8 summarises the rate of change in the tracing data size caused by
increasing the number of PEs. The rate of change here is variable, ranging between
0.1 and 1.48.

Overall, our results showed that increasing the input size will always result in
an increase in the tracing data size. However, it is difficult to determine what the
change factor is. In addition, increasing the number of PEs will increase the tracing
data size but it is not clear what the change factor is. Therefore, we can say that
increasing the input size or the number of PEs by a specific factor will result mostly
in a significant increase in the trace file size, possibly by a greater value than the
increase factor.

Number of PEs
Input Size Change (KB)

100-200 200-400 400-800 800-1600 1600-3200

1 88% 83% 86% 95% 92%

2 70% 64% 76% 70% 110%

4 70% 145% 64% 125% 107%

6 132% 216% 76% 100% 88%

8 48% 126% 79% 76% 100%

Table 7: GHC-PPS Tracing Data Size Change: Data Size.
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Figure 12: GHC-PPS Tracing Data Size: PEs.

Input  Size

100 KB 200 KB 400 KB 800 KB 1600 KB 3200 KB

1-2 PEs 1.12 0.98 0.82 0.75 0.55 0.68

2-4 PEs 0.10 0.10 0.67 0.57 0.98 0.95

4-6 PEs 0.09 0.85 1.48 1.65 1.36 1.13

6-8 PEs 0.66 0.37 0.16 0.17 0.09 0.13

PEs 
Change

Table 8: GHC-PPS Rate of Change in Data Size: PEs.

4.2 Summative Based Data Storage

In this section we will present and discuss our experiment results from measuring
the profiling data size of summative based parallel profilers i. e., ompP and mpiP.
Both tools were designed to collect profiling data in the form of a text file for the
purpose of post-execution statistical analysis of the execution behaviour of parallel
programmes.

4.2.1 MPI mpiP Summative Data Size

Figure 13 shows how the profiling data size of mpiP [39] changes as the input size
increases. We can see from the Figure that all the curves remained constant as the
input size increases from 100 KB to 3200 KB. Therefore, we can say that increasing
the input size does not increase the profiling data size of the summative data of
mpiP.

On the other hand, Figure 14 illustrates how the increase in the number of PEs
changes the size of the profiling data. As the Figure demonstrates, increasing the
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Figure 13: MPI mpiP summative data size Concordance Application: Input Size.

number of PEs results in an increase in the summative data size. For all curves the
summative data size increases by 88% from 9.4 KB at 1 PE to 17.7 KB at 8 PEs.

Consequently, both Figures 13 and 14 confirm that the profiling data size is
increased by only one factor: the number of PEs. Table 9 summarises the rate of
change in the profiling data size as the number of PEs increases. The rates of change
range from 0.16 and 0.42.

Overall, our results show that increasing the input size will not result in any
increase in the profiling data size of mpiP. However, increasing the number of PEs
increases the profiling data. Therefore, we can say that increasing the number of
PEs by a specific factor will result in an increase to the profiling data size which is
less than the increase factor.

Input  Size

100 KB 200 KB 400 KB 800 KB 1600 KB 3200 KB

1-2 PEs 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16

2-4 PEs 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30

4-6 PEs 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42

6-8 PEs 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.51

PEs 
Change

Table 9: MPI mpiP Rate of Change in Data Size: PEs.

4.2.2 OpenMP ompP Summative Data Size

Figure 15 shows how the profiling data size of ompP [6] changes as the input size
increases. As the Figure demonstrates, all the curves remained constant as the input
size increased from 100 KB to 3200 KB. As a result, increasing the input size does
not increase the profiling data size of the summative data of ompP.
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Figure 14: MPI mpiP Summative Data Size: PEs.

However, Figure 16 illustrates how the increase in the number of PEs changes
the size of the profiling data. As the Figure shows, increasing the number of PEs
increases the profiling data size. For all curves the profiling data size increased by
about 55% from 5.3 KB at 1 PE to 8.2 KB at 8 PEs.

Consequently, the result from both Figures 15 and 16 confirm that the profiling
data size is increased by only one factor: the number of PEs. Table 10 summarises
the rate of change in the profiling data size as the number of PEs increases. The
rate of change ranges between 0.1 and 0.36.

Overall, our results showed that increasing the input size will not result in any
increase in the profiling data size of ompP. However, increasing the number of PEs
increases the profiling data size. Consequently, we can say that increasing the num-
ber of PEs by a specific factor will result in an increase to the profiling data size
which is less than the value of the increase factor.
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Figure 15: OpenMP ompP Summative Data Size: Input Size.
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Figure 16: OpenMP ompP Summative Data Size: PEs.
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Input  Size

100 KB 200 KB 400 KB 800 KB 1600 KB 3200 KB

1-2 PEs 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10

2-4 PEs 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21

4-6 PEs 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.28

6-8 PEs 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36

PEs 
Change

Table 10: OpenMP ompP Rate of Change in Data Size: PEs.

4.3 Comparison of the Data Size of Profiling

In this section we will compare the profiling data size of the parallel profilers reported
in sections 4.1 and 4.2. The goal of this comparison is to see how the functional
profilers compare to the imperative profilers in terms of profiling data size. We will
only report our comparison results on increasing the input size with a fixed number
of 4 PEs. The reason for doing so is that all other comparison results with other
number of PEs, and increasing the number of PEs with a fixed input size, show
fairly similar results. Therefore, we will discuss only this case in detail and report
the figures of the other cases in the appendices (see A).
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Figure 17: Profiling Data Size Comparison on 4 PEs.

Figure 17 compares 6 profiling tools in terms of how increasing the input size
changes the profiling data size on a fixed number of PEs. Moreover, Table 11
demonstrates how the profiling data size of these profiling tools are compared to
each other in terms of minimum, mean and maximum values of the profiling data
size for each line from Figure 17. In this comparison we used the mean values from
Table 11 for each profiling tool.
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An overall comparison of the mean values of the profiling data sizes show that
OpenMP (Score-P) had the highest mean profiling data size of all the other profiling
tools at 445952.0 KB. MPI (Score-P) comes after with about 316428.8 KB of mean
profiling data. MPI (Score-P) is followed by the Eden Tracing with mean profiling
data size of 8014.4 KB. Following this is the GHC-PPS with a mean profiling data
size of 1228.7 KB. The next profiler in the list is MPI (mpiP) with a mean profiling
data size of 12.9. The final profiler is OpenMP (ompP) with a mean profiling data
size of 6.6 KB. Moreover, the same order would result in ranking the profiling tools
by minimum or maximum profiling data size.

Distributed Memory Shared Memory

Imperative Functional Imperative Functional

Summative Tracing Tracing Summative Tracing Tracing

GHC-PPS

Min 12.9 9420.8 96.7 6.6 13619.2 65.9
Mean 12.9 316428.8 8014.4 6.6 445952.0 1228.7
Max 12.9 1012121.6 28160.0 6.6 1468006.4 3686.4

Profiling 
Data Size 

(KB) MPI
(mpiP)

MPI
(Score-P)

Eden 
Tracing

OpenMP
(ompP)

OpenMP
(Score-P)

Table 11: Profiling Data Size Comparison of the Minimum, Mean and Maximum
values.

Distributed Memory: Imperative vs Functional. In this section we will com-
pare MPI (Score-P) with Eden Tracing. These are both profiling tools for distributed
memory parallel languages. However, MPI (Score-P) is a profiling tool for impera-
tive parallel languages. In contrast, Eden Tracing is a profiling tool for the parallel
functional language Eden.

By comparing the profiling data sizes of these two tools from Table 11 we find
that the mean profiling data size of MPI (Score-P) is 316428.8 KB. In contrast,
the mean profiling data size of Eden Tracing is 8014.4 KB. This indicates that the
profiling data size introduced by MPI (Score-P) is greater than the profiling data
size introduced by Eden Tracing by 3848%. There is a significant difference between
the two profiling tools. Therefore, we can say that the functional Eden tracing has
significantly a lower profiling data size than the imperative MPI (Score-P).

Shared Memory: Imperative vs Functional. In addition, we will compare
OpenMP (Score-P) and GHC-PPS which are both profiling tools for shared memory
parallel languages. However, OpenMP (Score-P) is a profiling tool for an imperative
parallel language. In contrast, GHC-PPS is the tracing system that is built in the
standard GHC compiler to profile the shared memory parallel functional language
Haskell.

By contrasting the profiling data sizes of these two tools from Table 11 we find
that the mean profiling data size of OpenMP (Score-P) is 445952 KB. However,
the mean profiling data size of GHC-PPS is 1228.7 KB. This indicates that the
profiling data introduced by OpenMP (Score-P) is larger than the profiling data
size introduced by GHC-PPS by about 36194%. There is a huge difference between
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the two profiling tools. Consequently, we can say that the functional GHC-PPS has
a noticeably lower profiling data size than the imperative OpenMP (Score-P).

Trace Based vs Summative Based. In addition, we were keen to see how the
profiling data size of trace based profilers compared to summative based profilers.
Thus we included the summative base profilers mpiP and ompP to our experiments.
These are profiling tools for MPI and OpenMP.

As the Figure 17 and Table 11 illustrate, the summative based profiling tools
require significantly smaller storage space for the profiling data than trace based
profiling tools. This is normal since the summative based profiling tools only sum-
marise the parallel execution behaviour in a text base format. This type of profiling
tools does not require large storage space.

5 Runtime Overhead of Profiling

In this section we will report the results from our experiments that measured the
runtime relative overhead of parallel profilers. Firstly, we will discuss the runtime
relative overhead of profilers for distributed memory parallel language. After this,
we will discuss the runtime relative overhead of profilers for shared memory parallel
language. We will finish this section by comparing the profiling runtime overhead of
parallel profilers and show how the overhead of functional parallel profilers compare
to imperative parallel profilers.

5.1 Distributed Memory Profilers

This section will discuss the profiling runtime relative overhead of parallel profilers
for distributed memory parallel programming language i. e., MPI profiled with Score-
P for Vampir, MPI profiled with mpiP, and Eden profiled with Eden Tracing for
EdenTV.

5.1.1 Imperative Profilers

MPI Score-P. Figure 18 shows how the profiling runtime relative overhead of
Score-P [33] changes as the input size increases. From the Figure we can see that
the data is noisy with overhead curves rising slightly as the input size increases from
100 KB to 3200 KB. Broadly speaking, the majority of curves show some increase
though it is extremely noisy. Overall, the runtime relative overhead of MPI Score-P
remained between 124% and 219%.
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Figure 18: MPI Score-P Runtime Relative Overhead: Input Size.
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Figure 19: MPI Score-P Runtime Relative Overhead: PEs.

Figure 19 shows how the profiling runtime relative overhead of Score-P [33]
changes as the number of PEs increases. As the Figure illustrates, the data is
noisy especially beyond 4 PEs. However, we can see that the number of PEs does
not change the per cent overhead. Furthermore, it makes it more variable and
introduces variability.
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mpiP. Figure 20 shows how profiling runtime relative overhead of mpiP [39] changes
as the input size increases. From the Figure we can see that there is a growth pat-
tern between all the PEs curves as the input size increases. On 1 PE the overhead
grows by about 57% points from 217% at 100 KB to 274% at 3200 KB. Similarly,
the overheads of 2 PEs, 4 PEs, 6 PEs and 8 PEs curves grows from 100 KB to
3200 KB by 106% points, 92% points, 152% points, and 233% points respectively.
Moreover, we can see that all the increases happen by the time we get to 800 KB.
However, it appears that after processing over 800 KB of input size the overhead
remains steady. As a consequence, we can say that the runtime relative overhead of
profiling with mpiP grows as the input size increases. Overall, the runtime relative
overhead remained between 135% and 378%.
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Figure 20: MPI mpiP Runtime Relative Overhead: Input Size.
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Figure 21: MPI mpiP Runtime Relative Overhead: PEs.

Figure 21 shows how the profiling runtime relative overhead of mpiP [39] changes
as the number of PEs increases. As the Figure illustrates, the data is fairly stable
up to 4 PEs. However, we ca see that the number of PEs does not change the per
cent overhead. Furthermore, it makes it more variable and introduces variability.

5.1.2 Functional Profilers
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Figure 22: Eden Tracing Runtime Relative Overhead: Input Size.
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Eden Tracing. Figure 22 shows how the profiling runtime relative overhead of
Eden tracing [3] changes as the input size increases. From the Figure we can see
that the data is too noisy with fluctuating curves as the input size increases. There-
fore, it is difficult to determine how increasing the input data size can affect the
overhead change as the overhead decreased in some cases and increased in other
cases. However, broadly speaking, the majority of curves show that the overhead
decrease even though it is significantly noisy. Overall, the runtime relative overhead
of Eden Tracing remained between 0.25% and 23%.
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Figure 23: Eden Tracing Runtime Relative Overhead: PEs.

Figure 23 shows how the profiling runtime relative overhead of Eden tracing [3]
changes as the number of PEs increases. As the Figure demonstrates, the data is
noisy. However, broadly speaking, we can see that the number of PEs slightly in-
creases the per cent overhead. Furthermore, it makes it more variable and introduces
variability.

5.2 Shared Memory Parallel Profilers

This section will discuss the profiling runtime relative overhead of parallel profilers
for shared memory parallel programming language i. e., OpenMP profiled with Score-
P (for Vampir), OpenMP profiled with ompP and GHC-SMP profiled with GHC-
PPS for ThreadScope.

5.2.1 Imperative Profilers

OpenMP Score-P. Figure 24 shows how the profiling runtime relative overhead
of Score-P [33] changes as the input size increases. From the Figure we can see that
there is drop pattern between all the PEs curves as the input size increases. On 1
PE the overhead decreases by about 761% points from 1266% at 100 KB to 505%
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Figure 24: OpenMP Score-P Runtime Relative Overhead: Input Size.

at 3200 KB. Similarly, the overheads of the 2 PEs, 4 PEs, 6 PEs and 8 PEs decrease
from 100 KB to 3200 KB by 765% points, 836% points, 611% points and 92% points
respectively. However, the 8 PEs curve is an outlier and we think that this is due to
is the maximum number of cores as discussed in Section 3 As a consequence, we can
say that the runtime relative overhead of profiling with OpenMP Score-P decreases
as the input size increases from 100 KB to 3200 KB. Overall, the runtime relative
overhead remained between 269% and 1266%.
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Figure 25: OpenMP Score-P Runtime Relative Overhead: PEs.
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Figure 25 shows how the profiling runtime relative overhead of Score-P [33]
changes as the number of PEs increases. As the Figure demonstrates, the data
is fairly steady up to 6 PEs. However, broadly speaking, we can see that increasing
the number of PEs does not increase the per cent overhead. Furthermore, we can
see that the overheads on 8 PEs is an outlier especially with the smaller input size
i. e., 35 KB, 100 KB and 200 KB. We think this is because of 8 is the maximum
number of cores on the machine and the input sizes are small.
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Figure 26: OpenMP ompP Runtime Relative Overhead: Input Size.

ompP. Figure 26 shows how the profiling relative overhead of ompP [6] changes as
the input size increases. As the Figure illustrates, the data is noisy where all curves
fluctuate with no unified patterns between the curves. However, all the lines show
that, to some extent, there is a decreasing pattern as the input sizes increases, even
though the data is noisy. Therefore, generally speaking, we can say that the runtime
relative overhead of profiling with ompP dropped as the input size was increased
from 100 KB to 3200 KB. Overall, the runtime relative overhead remained between
0.35% and 14.96%.
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Figure 27: OpenMP ompP Runtime Relative Overhead: PEs.

Figure 27 shows how the profiling relative overhead of ompP [6] changes as the
number of PEs increases. As can be seen from the Figure, the data is noisy. However,
broadly speaking, we can see that the number of PEs does not increase the per cent
overhead. Furthermore, it makes it more variable and introduces variability.

5.2.2 Functional Profilers
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Figure 28: GHC-PPS Runtime Relative Overhead: Input Size.
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GHC-PPS. Figure 28 shows how the profiling runtime relative overhead of GHC-
PPS [18] changes as the input size increases. As the Figure demonstrates, the data
is noisy where all curves fluctuate with no unified patterns. However, all the curves
show that, to some degree, there is a decreasing pattern as the input sizes increases,
even though the data is noisy. Consequently, broadly speaking, we can say that
the runtime relative overhead of profiling with GHC-PPS declines as the input size
increases from 100 KB to 3200 KB. Overall, the runtime relative overhead remained
between 0.50% and 19.70%.
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Figure 29: GHC-PPS Runtime Relative Overhead: PEs.

Figure 29 shows how the profiling runtime relative overhead of GHC-PPS [18]
changes as the number of PEs increases. As the Figure shows, the data is noisy.
However, broadly speaking, we can see that the number of PEs does not increase the
per cent overhead. Furthermore, it makes it more variable and introduces variability.

5.3 Comparison of the Runtime Overhead of Profiling

In this section we will compare the profiling relative overhead of the parallel profilers
reported in sections 5.1 and 5.2. Table 12 gives a summary of how increasing the
input size and the number of PEs changes the overhead. Our main aim from this
comparison is to see how the functional profilers compare to the imperative profilers
in terms of the runtime relative overhead. We will only report the comparison
results for increasing the input size on 4 PEs. The reason for doing so is that all
other comparison results with other number of PEs, and increasing the number of
PEs with a fixed input size, show fairly similar results. Therefore, we will discuss
this case in detail and report the Figures of the other cases in the appendices (see
B).
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Increase in

How does Overhead Change?
Distributed Memory Shared Memory

Imperative Functional Imperative Functional
Tracing Tracing Tracing Tracing

Eden Tracing GHC-PPS

Input Size increases increases decreases decreases decreases decreases

steady noisy increases noisy steady noisy

Summative Summative 
MPI

(mpiP)
MPI

(Score-P)
OpenMP
(ompP)

OpenMP
(Score-P)

Number of PEs

Table 12: Profiling Runtime Relative Overhead Comparison.
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Figure 30: Runtime Relative Overhead Comparison on 4 PEs.

Figure 30 shows a comparison of the profiling runtime relative overhead between
6 profiling tools. To demonstrate how the overheads of these profiling tools are
compared to each other we also summarised the minimum, mean, and maximum
values of the relative overhead for each curve from Figure 30 into Table 13. In this
comparison we will use the mean value from the table for each curve.

As an overall comparison we can observe from the table that OpenMP (Score-P)
causes the highest mean overhead among all other profiling tools. This is around
873%. MPI (mpiP) comes next in the list with 295.88% mean overhead. This is
followed by the MPI (Score-P) with a mean overhead of about 173.88%. After this
there is a noticeable difference for the GHC-PPS with a mean overhead of about
10.53%. Following in this list is Eden Tracing with a mean overhead of around
9.40%. Finally, OpenMP (ompP) has a mean overhead of around 5.22%.
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Distributed Memory Shared Memory
Imperative Functional Imperative Functional

Summative Tracing Tracing Summative Tracing Tracing

Eden Tracing GHC-PPS

Min 133.00% 163.00% 2.64% 0.44% 313.00% 1.87%
Mean 295.88% 173.88% 9.40% 5.22% 873.50% 10.53%
Max 361.00% 194.00% 23.00% 9.21% 1813.00% 30.00%

Overhead %
Value

MPI
(mpiP)

MPI
(Score-P)

OpenMP
(ompP)

OpenMP
(Score-P)

Table 13: Profiling Runtime Relative Overhead Comparison Min, Mean, and Max
values on 4 PEs.

Distributed Memory: Imperative vs Functional. Here we will compare MPI
(Score-P) with Eden Tracing. These are both profiling tools for distributed memory
parallel languages. However, MPI (Score-P) is a profiling tool for an imperative
parallel languages. In contrast, Eden Tracing is a profiling tool for the parallel
functional language Eden.

By comparing the profiling runtime relative overhead of these two tools from Ta-
ble 13 we found that the mean overhead of MPI (Score-P) is 173.88%. In contrast,
the mean overhead of Eden Tracing is 9.40%. This tells us that the overhead intro-
duced by MPI (Score-P) is greater than the overhead introduced by Eden Tracing
by about 164.48% points. This is a significant difference between the two profiling
tools. Therefore, we can say that Eden Tracing has a significantly lower overhead
than the MPI (Score-P) for the Concordance.

In addition, we were interested to compare the Eden Tracing to more than one
imperative distributed memory parallel profiling tool. Thus, we included the mpiP
to our experiments as it is another profiling tool for MPI.

By contrasting the profiling runtime relative overhead of both mpiP and Eden
Tracing from Table 13 we can see that the mean overhead of MPI (mpiP) is 295.88%.
On the other hand, the mean overhead of Eden Tracing is 9.40%. This indicates that
mpiP causes a greater mean overhead than Eden Tracing by about 277.08% points.
This is a considerably larger difference between the two profiling tools. Therefore, we
can say that the parallel functional Eden tracing has a considerably lower overhead
than the imperative MPI (mpiP) for the Concordance.

Shared Memory: Imperative vs Functional. Furthermore, we will compare
OpenMP (Score-P) and GHC-PPS which are both profiling tools for shared memory
parallel languages. However, OpenMP (Score-P) is a profiling tool for imperative
parallel languages. In contrast, GHC-PPS is the tracing system that is build with the
standard GHC compiler to profile the shared memory parallel functional language
Haskell.

By examining the profiling runtime relative overhead of these two tools from
Table 13 we found that the mean overhead of OpenMP (Score-P) was 873.50%.
However, the mean overhead of GHC-PPS was 10.53%. This means that the profiling
overhead introduced by OpenMP (Score-P) is larger than the overhead introduced
by GHC-PPS by around 862.97% points. There is a significant difference between
the two profiling tools. Consequently, we can say that the functional GHC-PPS
has a noticeably lower overhead than the imperative OpenMP (Score-P) for the
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Concordance.
In addition, we were keen to compare the GHC-PPS to more than one imperative

shared memory parallel profiling tool. Thus, we added ompP to our experiments as
it is another profiling tool for OpenMP.

When comparing the profiling runtime relative overhead of both ompP and GHC-
PPS from Table 13 we found that the mean overhead of ompP is 5.22%. On the
other hand, the mean overhead of GHC-PPS is 10.53%. This indicates that ompP
introduces less of a profiling runtime relative overhead than GHC-PPS by about
5.31% points. There is not a considerable difference between the two profiling tools.
As consequence, we consider that the GHC-PPS has a close overhead to ompP for
the Concordance.

Overall, we have compared the runtime relative overhead of the functional pro-
filing tools with the imperative profiling tools to see how these tools compare. We
have only discussed in detail the 4 PEs result due to the similarities between the
experiment results in terms of what we are aiming to prove. Therefore, we have
included the results of the other experiments in the appendices (see ??). Most im-
portantly, our results show that in terms of the profiling runtime relative overhead
the functional profilers i. e., Eden Tracing and the GHC-PPS have a significantly
lower overhead than the imperative profilers i. e., Score-P (for distributed memory),
Score-P (for shared memory) and mpiP. Finally, the overhead of the GHC-PPS is
close to the overhead of the imperative summative profiler ompP which was consid-
ered not to introduce much intrusion to the parallel behaviour [6].

6 Visualisation of Profiling Data

In this section we will discuss the main visualisation features of profiling tools i. e.,
Vampir, EdenTV, ThreadScope, mpiP and ompP. We will see how these profiling
tools present the profiling data to the users and how they can help the programmers
to identify performance problems. We will present a comparison between these pro-
filing tools in terms of their visualisation features and usefulness for the programmers
in order to identify and resolve performance related problems.

6.1 Graphical Performance Data Visualisation

6.1.1 Vampir

Vampir [38] is the Graphical User Interface (GUI)(see Figure 31) which provides
the capability to read, analyse and present graphically the performance monitoring
data for different parallel imperative languages e. g., C or Fortran with MPI or
OpenMP, or CUDA. Vampir provides its users with multiple views in order to help
them to understand the execution behaviour of their parallel programs with the
capability to work on large scale computing infrastructures e. g., HPC. In this section
we will discuss the main features of Vampir and will give an insight into the main
displays/views of visualisation tool.

Main Features of Vampir:
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 31: Vampir Visualises Score-P Trace.
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License. Vampir is a proprietary system which means that a license must be
obtained from the developing vendor. However, an evaluation version is available
with a trial period of a limited time and a limited scalability of 60 cores. 2

Portability. Vampir is portable, so the GUI of Vampir can run under different
operating systems with different architectures e. g., Windows, Mac and Linux under
32 or 64 bit architectures.

Interoperability. Vampir is interoperable and can read trace files of the type
Open Trace Format (OTF2) which is a standard format for performance mon-
itoring tools. OTF2 is fully supported by the open source performance monitoring
project Score-P [33].

Scalability. To the best of our knowledge at the time of writing, Vampir is
the most scalable visualisation tool for imperative languages. Vampir can visualise
trace files of executions up to 220,000 cores and up to 1 trillion recorded events.

Heterogeneity. Vampir can visualise the execution behaviour of programs
that exploit heterogeneous/hybrid architectures e. g., CPUs and GPUs on a cluster
of multicore or manycore workstations which make it ideal for HPC.

Usability. The usability of any software cannot be determined based on single
user experience. However, here we only provide an insight about some of Vampir’s
main features that make it a usable visualisation tool and that can help its users to
identify performance problems.

Vampir uses a basic standard main menu on its main window from which the user
can do simple things e. g., open/close a trace file or change Vampir preferences. The
main window also has dedicated icons on a menu bar for each of Vampir’s displays.

Vampir has an advanced zooming facility where the user can use the mouse to
select a specific region on the screen to be zoomed on, or a combination of keys to
zoom in or out. Users can change the selected zoomed area by dragging the selection
bars from the overall activity bar to any other position. In addition, reset option is
available to reset the zoomed display to the default view.

Moreover, Vampir has a filtering facility where the user can select specific events
to be removed from the current display e. g., messages, process and I/O events.
Furthermore, Vampir provides a find functionality which allows the user to find a
function or an event from the events displayed in the current view.

In addition, Vampir provides an overlay functionality between two displays e. g.,
a master timeline and a performance radar to correlate counter information with
event information into a single view.

Vampir provides a comparison facility which allows the user to compare two
different executions of the same parallel program. This feature can help the pro-
grammer to see if any modification to their code can bring any improvements to the
performance of the parallel program.

2 We used the demo version (since our experiments did not exceed 8 PEs) to critically analyse
the main features of Vampir for the purpose of comparing these features with the characteristics
of functional profilers.
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The Main Displays of Vampir: Vampir provides multiple displays/views, these
views are divided into two subcategories: Timeline Charts and Summary Charts.

Timeline Charts. On the timeline charts Vampir presents the performance
information using a chart of tow axes. The x-axis is used to represent the dynamic
behaviour over time. The y-axis is used to represent where the code is being executed
e. g., Rank, Core or Process. The main timeline charts Vampir provides are as
follows:

• Master Timeline. The master timeline display (see Figure 31(a)) provides
detailed information about the parallel program behaviour e. g., functions,
communication and synchronisation events between a collection of the running
processes.

• Process Timeline. The process timeline view (see Figure 31(b) top) gives
detailed information over time about processes inside each rank to reflect how
the rank has been utilised.

• Counter Data Timeline. The counter data timeline view (see Figure 31(b)
bottom) displays detailed information in a stacked barchart about counters for
different levels of function calls over time.

• Performance Radar. The performance radar view (see Figure 31(f)) shows
detailed information about the counter information over time for a collection
of processes.

Summary Charts. Vampir uses summary charts to give an overview of ac-
cumulated information from the execution behaviour of the parallel program from
different levels of abstraction. These are the main summary charts that Vampir
provides:

• Function Summary. The function summary display (see Figure 31(c))
gives an overview of the accumulated information about all functions and a
collection of processes. Information can be represented in a histogram or pie
chart to show the accumulated exclusive time per function group.

• Process Summary. The process summary display (see Figure 31(d) top)
groups all similar processes and threads and summarises the time for each
group of functions.

• Message Summary. The message summary display (see Figure 31(d) bot-
tom) gives detailed information about the messages sent during the execution
with different sets of metric to chose from.

• Communication Matrix. This shows a matrix with information about the
number of messages sent between process (see Figure 31(e)).

• Context View. The context view display (see Figure 31(f) right) provides the
user with useful information about any selected item on the Vampir displays.
The user can use the mouse to select an item e. g., a message, or function then
the context view instantly shows detailed information about the selected item.
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6.1.2 EdenTV

Eden Trace Viewer (EdenTV) [3] is a post-mortem visualisation tool which provides
the capability to read, analyse and present graphically the performance monitoring
data (trace file) of the parallel functional language Eden [24] from the level of the
parallel runtime system (PRTS). Two versions of the tool have been implemented;
one is a Java based implementation by Pablo Roldá Gómez [12] and the other is a
current Haskell based re-implementation by Björn Struckmeier [35] which includes
more features than the previous one. In this section, we will discuss the main features
of the Haskell based implementation of EdenTV (see Figure 32).

(a) Machines View (b) Machines + Message View

(c) Processes View (d) Threads View

Figure 32: EdenTV Visualises Eden Trace.

EdenTV Main Features:

License. EdenTV is an open source software which can be obtained and used
freely under the GNU General Public License.

Portability. To the best of our knowledge, EdenTV works on Linux and Win-
dows machines. In addition, in order for EdenTV to run, Gtk2Hs must be available
on the hosting system. However, we have not seen any version of EdenTV, or in-
stallation instructions to run EdenTV on Mac’s system. Therefore, the portability
of EdenTV is limited to Linux and Windows.
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Interoperability. Previously, EdenTV adopted the Self-Defining Data For-
mat (SDDF) [2] to store the monitoring data for post-mortem analyses. However,
EdenTV currently uses an extended version of GHC Event Log Format (GHC-
ELF). The GHC-Eden compiler extends the GHC-ELF with Eden specific events.
EdenTV no longer supports any standard tracing format and cannot open non-
extended GHC-ELF trace files. Therefore, it is not interoperable since it can only
work with its own extended trace file format.

Scalability. From our own experience with EdenTV, as the number of ma-
chines increases the size of the trace file will get bigger and EdenTV will require
more memory and time to be able to process the data in the trace file. At certain
points EdenTV will not be able to process the trace file e. g., the trace file is too
large due to the number of machines involved or due to the large number of trace
event it contains. Therefore, we think that the scalability of EdenTV is limited to
a small-scale cluster of multicores.

Heterogeneity. EdenTV is not heterogeneous as its name indicates. It was
designed to only visualise the execution behaviour of the functional parallel lan-
guage Eden. EdenTV cannot visualise the trace files of other parallel functional
languages e. g., GHC-SMP since it has its own extended trace format and visualises
the performance data from Eden’s abstract computation resource.

Usability. On the main window of EdenTV there is a basic standard menu
which contains functionalities e. g., open/close trace files. In addition, it has a menu
bar with main functionalities buttons which allow the user to change views and
show or hide some features e. g., messages between processes. The zooming facility
in EdenTV is quite simple, it can only extend or shrink the y-axis bars horizontally.
By zooming in on the performance charts no further details are seen e. g., the name of
the function, or processes, or IDs; it only extends the bar so small lines of colours will
be clearer. Overall, EdenTV is not that difficult to use or to hard to understand
what are the contents of its displays. In addition, the information that EdenTV
provides to its users can be very helpful in understanding the behaviour of a parallel
program and discovering performance problems e. g., unbalanced work distribution.

The Main Displays of EdenTV: EdenTV has multiple displays/views, these
displays can be divided into two categories: timeline charts and text based sum-
maries.

Timeline Charts. EdenTV provides three main timeline charts where the x-
axis is used to represent the time of execution and the y-axis is used to represent
machines, processes, machines/processes or threads.

• Machines Timeline. On the machines timeline chart, the machines are rep-
resented with horizontal bars on the y-axis. The bars represent the machines
state over the execution time on the x-axis. Each state is given a specific
colour i. e., green is running, red is blocked, yellow is suspended and blue is
idle. Moreover, EdenTV shows the messages that occurred between machines
during the execution time. The user can select to see the message by pressing
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the messages button on the EdenTV menu. Figure 32(a) and 32(b) show ex-
amples of EdenTV’s machines timeline view both with and without messages.

• Processes Timeline. The processes timeline view behaves similarly to the
machines timeline view. Instead of showing machines on the y-axis it shows
the process in the same manner. However, processes do not show an idle state
since the largest abstract unit of computation of Eden is the machine and more
than one process can reside on the same machine. Therefore, a process can
only be running, blocked or suspended. The naming of processes on the y-axis
indicates in which machine a process resides e. g., bar P3:1 means the state of
process number 1 on machine number 3. Moreover, the processes timeline can
show messages between processes. Figure 32(c) shows an example of EdenTV’s
processes timeline display.

• Threads Timeline. EdenTV also provides a threads timeline view as threads
represent the smallest abstract computation resource of Eden. Similarly, the
threads are represented using horizontal bars on the y-axis. The names on
the y-axis indicate in which process and machine a thread resides e. g., bar
T:1:2:6 means thread number 6, from process number 2, on machine number
1. In addition, similar to the processes, a thread cannot show an idle state.
Furthermore, EdenTV does not show messages or synchronisation between
threads. Figure 32(d) shows an example of EdenTV’s threads timeline display.

Text Based Summary Views. EdenTV also provides its users with text
based statistics about the execution behaviour or the parallel program. There are
four summary views in EdenTV which can be reached by pressing the (Info icon)
on the main menu bar.

• Overview. The overview summary shows general information and an overall
statistical number about the execution behaviour of the parallel program. e. g.,
total runtime, total number of processes, messages etc.. Furthermore, it shows
a process tree.

• Machines. In the machines summary display, machines are organised into
a table and columns to show statistical information for each machine e. g.,
runtime, processes, sent message and received messages.

• Processes. The processes summary display also shows in the form of a table
the processes and their related statistical information e. g., processID, number
of threads etc.

• Threads. The threads display shows in the form of a table the runtime for
each thread and in which process it was created and in which machine.

6.1.3 ThreadScope

ThreadScope [36] is the post-mortem trace analyser for Haskell multicore program-
ming. It is considered to be the standard tool to read, analyse and present perfor-
mance monitoring data generated by the GHC compiler. When the tracing mode is
selected at the compilation time (known as event logging in the Haskell community),
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a trace file of the type GHC-ELF will be generated during the time of execution.
Afterwards, the execution ThreadScope is used to see the execution behaviour of
the parallel program (see Figure 33).

Figure 33: ThreadScope Visualises GHC eventlog.

ThreadScope Main Features:

License. ThreadScope is an open source software which can be obtained and
used freely under the GNU General Public License.

Portability. ThreadScope is portable as it can run with the same features and
functionalities on different machines e. g., it can run on Windows machines, Macs
and Linux.

Scalability. Broadly speaking, scalability is not a big issue for shared memory
profiling tools since the number of cores on a single machine is limited to a relatively
small number of cores.

Heterogeneity. ThreadScope is not heterogeneous because it can only process
trace files of the type GHC-ELF which are produced by the GHC compiler. Thread-
Scope does not recognise other trace formats e. g., SDDF or OTF2. In addition, it
can only present the performance from GHC-SMP’s abstract computation resource.
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Usability. ThreadScope is constructed from a main window which has a stan-
dard basic menu with functionalities e. g., open an eventlog, quit, and view options.
It also has a menu bar with a few buttons for the basic functionalities. ThreadScope
provides a basic zooming facility, it extends/shrinks the view horizontal to reveal
more details on the display. ThreadScope is a useful tool that can help with de-
bugging and tuning the parallel performance of GHC-SMP programs. ThreadScope
can help identify if the work is well balanced among all processors. In addition, it
can show garbage collecting performance related issues. Overall, ThreadScope has
a friendly user interface that can help to identify the performance issues using an
easy to understand timeline chart.

The Main Displays of ThreadScope: ThreadScope provides its user with few
displays to represent the performance information from the eventlog. These displays
are divided into two categories: graphical charts and text views.

Graphical Charts.

• HEC Trace. The HEC Trace is a timeline chart which shows the activities
on each Haskell Execution Context (HEC) as a horizontal bar on the y-axis.
Each HEC roughly corresponds to one operating system thread. In contrast,
the x-axis shows the time an event happened on the real execution. The bar
can take different colours and shapes e. g., green means that a thread is running
on the HEC and orang means that it is garbage collecting.

• Activity Profile. The activity profiling chart is also a timeline chart which
shows how the HECs are being utilized over time. ThreadScope shows the
activate profile on the y-axis on top of all of the HECs bars, so it shows the
rough utilization of the HECs over time on the x-axis.

• Spark Sizes. The spark sizes are on a histogram which shows the total
number of created sparks in different intervals of time.

Text Views.

• Startup Information. The startup information display shows general facts
about the execution of the program. It shows what version of GHC the pro-
gram was compiled with, which program the profiler is for, the arguments at
the execution time, the startup time and the RTS environment variables.

• Raw Events. The raw events display shows the actual execution event as
list sorted by the their time stamps.

6.2 Summative Visualisation

Summative profiling tools do not provide a specific visualisation i. e., a GUI tool
to present the performance monitoring data to the users. Instead, summative tools
summarise the data and give information about the parallel behaviour of the pro-
gram in the form of counters and ratios. This information is normally aggregated
and arranged in the form of tables inside a text file after the execution of the pro-
gram.
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6.2.1 mpiP

mpiP [39] is a summative profiler for MPI applications. mpiP monitors the per-
formance of MPI by collecting statistical information about MPI functions. In this
section we will present the main features of mpiP and show what kind of information
it provides about the parallel performance (see Figure 34).

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

@--- Callsite Time statistics (all, milliseconds): 58 ---------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Name Site Rank Count Max Mean Min App% MPI%

Barrier 10 0 1 1.3 1.3 1.3 0.00 0.00

Barrier 10 1 1 1.35e+04 1.35e+04 1.35e+04 27.33 28.01

Barrier 10 2 1 1.18e+04 1.18e+04 1.18e+04 23.85 24.43

Barrier 10 3 1 1.09e+04 1.09e+04 1.09e+04 22.14 22.66

Barrier 10 4 1 1.01e+04 1.01e+04 1.01e+04 20.38 20.94

Barrier 10 * 5 1.35e+04 9.26e+03 1.3 18.74 20.13

Figure 34: An Extract of mpiP Profile (Time Statistics Section).

Main Features of mpiP:

License. mpiP is an open source software which can be obtained and used
freely under the GNU General Public License.

Portability. mpiP can work under different computing architectures e. g., Linux,
AIX, UNICOS and IBM BG/L systems. A list of all systems that mpiP supports
and the requirements it needs can be found in [39].

Scalability. mpiP is claimed to be scalable [39], so it can support profil-
ing for large number of MPI processes. mpiP was tested to profiling variety of
C/C++/Fortran applications on up to 65536 processes.

Heterogeneity. mpiP is not heterogeneous as it can only profile MPI ap-
plications. Applications that run hybrid code or exploit heterogeneous computer
architectures e. g., MPI+CUDA or MPI+OpenMP are not supported by mpiP.

Usability. To profile an MPI application with mpiP, it has to be installed on
the hosting system. At the compilation of the MPI application, the user can add
mpiP flags. Furthermore, the user will need to export some runtime configuration
environment variables for mpiP. When the MPI application is executed, mpiP will
generate a summative profile about the parallel program behaviour.

Contents of mpiP Profile:

• Header. The header of the mpiP profile provides the user with the basic
information about the performance of a parallel program.
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• MPI Times Overview. The overview section of the mpiP profile lists all
the tasks and shows the wall-clock time for application time and MPI time.
In addition, it shows the ratio of MPI time to the application time.

• Callsites. The callsites section of the mpiP profile lists all of the MPI callsites
within the application with some details e. g., callsite ID, type of MPI call and
the function that contains the MPI call.

• Aggregate Time. The aggregated time section of the mpiP profile shows the
top 20 MPI callsites that consume the largest aggregate time in the application.
It shows the call, where it happened and its time along with other statistics.

• Aggregate Sent Message Size. This section of the mpiP shows the 20 top
callsites for total sent message sizes. It provides the user with the call name
and its site along with counters and some statistical information.

• Time Statistics. This section of the mpiP shows the overall counters and
time statistics for each callsite across all tasks.

• Message Sent Statistics. This section of mpiP shows overall counters and
message size statistics for each callsite across all tasks.

6.2.2 ompP

ompP [6] is a summative based profiler for shared memory programming with
OpenMP. ompP monitors the performance of the OpenMP application by collect-
ing statistical data from the parallel execution. This section will discuss the main
features of ompP and present what kind of performance information ompP provides
to its users about the parallel programs.

----------------------------------------------------------------------

---- ompP Overhead Analysis Report ---------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Total runtime (wallclock) : 10.73 sec [4 threads]

Number of parallel regions : 2

Parallel coverage : 1.17 sec (10.85%)

Parallel regions sorted by wallclock time:

Type Location Wallclock (%)

R00003 PARALLEL openMP_version.c (158-184) 1.16 (10.85)

R00001 PARALLEL openMP_version.c (145-147) 0.00 ( 0.00)

SUM 1.17 (10.85)

Overheads wrt. each individual parallel region:

Total Ovhds (%) = Synch (%) + Imbal (%) + Limpar (%) + Mgmt (%)

R00003 4.66 0.13 ( 2.71) 0.00 ( 0.00) 0.13 ( 2.71) 0.00 ( 0.00) 0.00 ( 0.00)

R00001 0.00 0.00 (94.56) 0.00 ( 0.00) 0.00 (13.55) 0.00 ( 0.00) 0.00 (81.01)

Overheads wrt. whole program:

Total Ovhds (%) = Synch (%) + Imbal (%) + Limpar (%) + Mgmt (%)

R00003 4.66 0.13 ( 0.29) 0.00 ( 0.00) 0.13 ( 0.29) 0.00 ( 0.00) 0.00 ( 0.00)

R00001 0.00 0.00 ( 0.00) 0.00 ( 0.00) 0.00 ( 0.00) 0.00 ( 0.00) 0.00 ( 0.00)

SUM 4.66 0.13 ( 0.30) 0.00 ( 0.00) 0.13 ( 0.29) 0.00 ( 0.00) 0.00 ( 0.00)

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 35: An extract of the ompP profile (Overhead Analysis Report).
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Main Features of ompP:

License. ompP is an open source software that can be obtained and used freely
under the GNU General Public License (GPL).

Portability. To the best of our knowledge, ompP works on Unix-like systems.
We have not seen any Windows version of ompP or instructions about how to install
the tool on a Windows system.

Scalability. Broadly speaking, scalability is not one of the main goals for
shared memory profiler since the number of cores per machine is limited to a rela-
tively small number. To the best of our knowledge, ompP scale well on available mul-
ticore machines. However, ompP also supports hybrid profiling of MPI+OpenMP [7].
Therefore, we do not know to what extend ompP can scale to profile distribute mem-
ory parallelism.

Heterogeneity. ompP was mainly developed to profile OpenMP applications,
which indicates that ompP does not support profiling of any other parallel paradigms.
However, a later version of ompP has been extended to profile hybrid applications
i. e., MPI+OpenMP [7].

Usability. In order to get an ompP profile the parallel application has to be
compiled with ompP. The resultant executable files will be instrumented and when
executed an ompP profile will be generated. The profile is a text file that can be
read by any standard text editor. The ompP profile contains information about the
execution behaviour of the parallel program. In order to understand the contents of
the profile, the user may need to read the documentation of ompP.

Contents of ompP Profile:

• General Information. This section of the profile gives the user general
information about the executed parallel program e. g., start/end times and
the total number of threads.

• Region. In this section of the ompP profile all of the OpenMP regions iden-
tified during the execution by ompP are listed.

• Callgraph. This section of the ompP profile shows the callgraph (or tree) of
the execution of the profiled parallel application.

• Flat Region Profile. This section of the ompP profile lists flat profiles for
each OpenMP construct per-region.

• Callgraph Region Profile. This section of the ompP profile summarises
the execution times and counts for the current execution graph.

• Overhead Analysis Report. This section of the ompP identifies the hot
spots of the parallel performance e. g., where a program spent most of its
execution-time.
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6.3 Comparison of Visualising The Profiling Data

In this section we will present a comparison between the performance data presen-
tation of imperative profilers and functional profilers i. e., Vampir [38], mpiP [39],
ompP [6], EdenTV [3] and ThreadScope [36]. We will critically compare the main
features and facilities of these tools. In particular, what we are trying to do here
is to see how the tracing visualisation tools of parallel Haskells i. e., EdenTV and
ThreadScope, compare to Vampir the well established technology which is used by
mainstream manufacturers for visualising the performance data of imperative par-
allel languages.

Features
Imperative Profilers Functional Profilers

Vampir mpiP ompP EdenTV ThreadScope

Distributed Memory + + - + -

Shared Memory + - + - +

Hybrid + - + - -

GUI + - - + +

Graphs + - - + +

Text Profile + + + + +

License - + + + +

Portability + - - + +

Interoperability + - - - -

Heterogeneity + - + - -

Scalability + + N/A - N/A

U
sa

bi
li

ty Zooming + - - + +

Filtering + - - - -

Find + - - - -

Machines + + N/A + -

Processes + - N/A + N/A

Threads + - + + +

Synchronisation + - + - -

Messages + + - + -

Communications + - - + -

Overall Activity + - - - +

+ - - - -
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Table 14: Comparison of Visualisation Tools.

Programming Model. One of the important points for a performance visuali-
sation tool is the programming model which the tool presents. Some visualisation
tools are built to present a particular programming model with a specific parallel
programming language. In contrast, other visualisation tools can support two or
more programming models with different parallel programming languages.

Table 14 summarises how the visualisation tools of imperative profilers com-
pare to functional profilers. As the table illustrates, there are differences between
these tools. Vampir can visualise the performance data of multiple programming
models e. g., MPI, OpenMP, MPI+OpenMP or MPI+Accelerator. mpiP can only
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support MPI. ompP mainly supports OpenMP but can also give profiles of Hybrid
applications e. g., MPI+OpenMP. EdenTV only supports the distributed memory
parallel Eden. Likewise, ThreadScope only supports the shared memory Haskell
(GHC-SMP).

In terms of the variety of programming models and parallel languages that these
tools support, we can say that Vampir is more successful. Moreover, we have noticed
that EdenTV and ThreadScope are both visualisation tools for two parallel variants
of the general purpose programming language Haskell, which are Eden and GHC-
SMP respectively. Nonetheless, EdenTV cannot present the parallel behaviour of
GHC-SMP and ThreadScope cannot present the parallel behaviour of Eden.

Presentation of Performance Data. Vampir, EdenTV and ThreadScope all
provide the user with a browser to visualise graphically the performance data. How-
ever, mpiP and ompP do not provide such a facility to the user; instead the perfor-
mance data is summarised into text file which can be read by any standard text ed-
itor. We think that presenting the performance data graphically is important. This
is because, graphs can help the user to identify quickly any performance problems.
Moreover, text based visualisation is useful for presenting statistical information
e. g., ratios, counters and repetitive patterns about the parallel behaviour.

From this point of view, we think that a combination of both techniques in a
performance analysis tool is important. This is because, performance data can be
huge and consist of thousands or millions of execution events. Therefore, it is crucial
to provide the user with a graph that summaries and depicts the behaviour of the
program from specific aspects. On the other hand, textual information can also be
beneficial and expressive enough to present the facts about the behaviour of the
program from different aspects.

As a result, we found that Vampir, EdenTV and ThreadScope they all provides
both types graphical views and textual views to their users. However, mpiP and
ompP only present statistical information in the form of text profiles which we think
is a shortcoming of these two tools.

Software Properties. Performance Visualisation tools are Software systems which
are used by programmers to tune and improve the behaviour of their parallel pro-
grammes. A software system has properties that can make it the ideal choice for
its users. Here we will compare these visualisation tools based on their software
properties.

• License. As Table 14 illustrates, the only proprietary visualisation tools is
Vampir. Whereas, mpiP, ompP, EdenTV and ThreadScope are all open source
software.

• Portability. Portability is a very important software property as it means
that a software can run on different operating systems. In this comparison, our
focus was on whether the software could run under more than one operating
system, for example, Windows and Linux. We found that, Vampir, mpiP,
EdenTV and ThreadScope are portable, whereas ompP is not.

• Interoperability. Interoperability is the property of the software system to
be able to work with the products (outputs) of other software systems. Here
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our concern regarding interoperability is the ability of the visualisation tool
to process trace files from different trace generation tools. Table 14 shows
that Vampir is the only interoperable tool. Vampir can process trace files of
the format OTF2 which is the standard trace format adopted by performance
monitoring tools e. g., Score-P and VampirTrace. In contrast, EdenTV and
ThreadScope are not interoperable visualisation tools. The is because EdenTV
can only process trace files generated by GHC-Eden. Similarly, ThreadScope
cannot process trace format other than GHC-ELF. Therefore, both EdenTV
and ThreadScope are not interoperable tools. Furthermore, mpiP and ompP
are not interoperable since they depend on their own performance monitoring
tools to produce their outputs.

• Heterogeneity. Heterogeneity is the ability of the visualisation tools to visu-
alise the performance of heterogeneous parallel applications e. g., MPI+OpenMP+CUDA.
Table 14 illustrates that Vampir and ompP are the only tools that present
performance information of heterogeneous applications. ompP can only pro-
file OpenMP applications or hybrids of MPI+OpenMP. In contrast, Vam-
pir is more heterogeneous since it can support hybrid applications of differ-
ent paradigms e. g., MPI+Accelerator+Threads, MPI+CUDA, PGAS+CUDA
and MPI+PGAS. On the other hand, mpiP, EdenTV and ThreadScope are
not heterogeneous.

• Scalability. Scalability is the ability of the visualisation tool to show the
performance of executions on a large number of processors. In particular, scal-
ability is very important issue for visualising the performance of distributed
memory applications since the number of processors on distributed memory
is growing exponentially. However, scalability is not a critical issue for shared
memory applications. This is because the number of processors in a single
shared memory machine are limited to a relatively small number. As a result,
in terms of scalability we compared the imperative visualisation tool of dis-
tributed memory with the functional visualisation tools of distribute memory
i. e., Vampir and mpiP vs EdenTV.

Vampir is designed to target scalability. Vampir can scale to a large number
of processors and can process large numbers of execution events e. g., up to
220,000 cores and up to 1012 recorded events. In addition, mpiP can scale up to
65536 processes [39]. However, with EdenTV we could not find any publication
that claims EdenTV is scalable or shows what is the maximum number of
processors it can scale to. On the other hand, we have used EdenTV to profile
a Concordance application on a Beowulf cluster and we found that increasing
the number of processors increased the size of the trace file. When the trace
size gets bigger EdenTV takes a longer time to process and at some point,
as the trace file increases due to the increase in the number of processors,
EdenTV will not be able to open the trace file. As a result, we think that
EdenTV is not a scalable visualisation tool.

• Usability. The usability of a software system means how easy it is to learn
about and use by its user. The usability for these visualisation tools was
discussed previously in Section 6.1 and we do think therefore, that Vampir,
EdenTV and ThreadScope are all usable software systems. In contrast, mpiP
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and ompP are summative and do not provide the user with any functionalities
or displays, therefore, their usability is limited.

Moreover, it is important to emphasise that Vampir has more functionalities
and more displays than EdenTV and ThreadScope. Furthermore, Vampir
has some important features which EdenTV and ThreadScope do not have
e. g., a comparison of two profiles. The last section of Table 14 compares
these visualisations in terms of visualisation displays and the views that they
provide.

7 Summary

This report has presented a critical analysis of the functional parallel profilers i. e.,
GHC-PPS with ThreadScope and Eden Tracing with EdenTV. We decided to com-
pare the functional profilers to imperative profilers. Therefore, we chose to compare
the profilers of the widely used parallel languages i. e., MPI and OpenMPI [25].
We used Score-P with Vampir, mpiP and ompP because they are well established
technologies. There are many publications on them which are cited by a number of
respected authors in the field of parallel profiling.

A important step in this study was to benchmark these tools to see how they
performed in terms of profiling data size (monitoring data) and profiling runtime
overhead. In order to do this, we used a Concordance application. We obtained
four Concordance application implementations from the participants of Phase I The
SICSA MultiCore Challenge: Concordance application i. e., C+MPI, C+OpenMP,
Eden and GHC-SMP [28]. In addition, we used the standard input text files provided
by the MultiCore Challenge for these applications.

We designed the experiments to benchmark these tools and take measurements
from two perspectives. Firstly, we examined how the profiling data changes in
response to two factors: the increase in the computation size and the increase in the
number of PEs. Secondly, we assessed how the profiling runtime overhead changed
in respons to the increase in computation size and the increase in the number of PEs.
The result of these experiments showed that, in terms of the profiling data size, the
parallel functional profilers (i. e., GHC-PPS and Eden Tracing) have a lower size of
profiling data than the imperative parallel profiler i. e., Score-P. Furthermore, these
parallel functional profilers have significantly lower profiling runtime overheads than
the imperative profilers.

Finally, we also compared the visualisation tools from another perspective. We
evaluated the visualisation tools properties and main features that make them useful
tools for identifying performance problems. We considered the software properties
as critical aspects of the visualisation tools. Therefore, the last section of this report
discussed the properties and the main features of the visualisation tools. It then
compared these tools in terms of their software properties and features. We found
that the imperative performance visualiser, i. e., Vampir, has more functionalities
and features than the functional visualisers i. e., EdenTV and ThreadScope.

Consequently, we think that functional performance visualisers can be improved.
Moreover, they can benefit from the lessons learnt by the imperative performance
visualisation tools such Vampir. For example, instead of different visualisation tools
to visualise two variants of parallel Haskell one tool can be designed to be able to
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visualise multiple variants. Similarly, instead of producing different trace formats
for each Haskell variant, a standard format is needed which can capture monitoring
data from a more generic abstract unit of computation resource.

Moreover, scalability and heterogeneity are both very important issues. This is
because, the number of cores grows exponentially and the need for more computing
power increases too. We found that both scalability and heterogeneity are neglected
issues in parallel functional profilers. Therefore, we think that it is crucial for
functional profilers to target scalability and heterogeneity. Moreover, functional
profilers can benefit from learning how imperative profilers reached profiling such
heterogeneous applications on a significant number of processors.
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A Comparison of Profiling Data Size

A.1 Computation Size
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Figure 36: Profiling Data Size Comparison on 1 PE.

Figure 36 compares 6 profiling tools in terms of how increasing the input size changes
the profiling data size on a fixed number of 1 PE.
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Figure 37: Profiling Data Size Comparison on 2 PEs.
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Figure 37 compares 6 profiling tools in terms of how increasing the input size
changes the profiling data size on a fixed number of 2 PEs.
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Figure 38: Profiling Data Size Comparison on 6 PEs.

Figure 38 compares 6 profiling tools in terms of how increasing the input size
changes the profiling data size on a fixed number of 6 PEs.
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Figure 39: Profiling Data Size Comparison on 8 PEs.

Figure 39 compares 6 profiling tools in terms of how increasing the input size
changes the profiling data size on a fixed number of 8 PEs.
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A.2 Processing Elements
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Figure 40: Profiling Data Size Comparison of Input Size 35 KB.

Figure 40 compares 6 profiling tools in terms of how increasing the number of PEs
changes the profiling data size on a fixed input size of 35 KB.
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Figure 41: Profiling Data Size Comparison of Input Size 100 KB.

Figure 41 compares 6 profiling tools in terms of how increasing the number of
PEs changes the profiling data size on a fixed input size of 100 KB.
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Figure 42: Profiling Data Size Comparison of Input Size 200 KB.

Figure 42 compares 6 profiling tools in terms of how increasing the number of
PEs changes the profiling data size on a fixed input size of 200 KB.
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Figure 43: Profiling Data Size Comparison of Input Size 400 KB.

Figure 43 compares 6 profiling tools in terms of how increasing the number of
PEs changes the profiling data size on a fixed input size of 400 KB.
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Figure 44: Profiling Data Size Comparison of Input Size 800 KB.

Figure 44 compares 6 profiling tools in terms of how increasing the number of
PEs changes the profiling data size on a fixed input size of 800 KB.
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Figure 45: Profiling Data Size Comparison of Input Size 1600 KB.

Figure 45 compares 6 profiling tools in terms of how increasing the number of
PEs changes the profiling data size on a fixed input size of 1600 KB.
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Figure 46: Profiling Data Size Comparison of Input Size 3200 KB.

Figure 46 compares 6 profiling tools in terms of how increasing the number of
PEs changes the profiling data size on a fixed input size of 3200 KB.
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Figure 47: Profiling Data Size Comparison of Input Size 4300 KB.

Figure 47 compares 6 profiling tools in terms of how increasing the number of
PEs changes the profiling data size on a fixed input size of 4300 KB.
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B Comparison of Profiling Runtime Overhead

B.1 Computation Size
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Figure 48: Runtime Relative Overhead Comparison on 1 PE.

Figure 48 compares 6 profiling tools in terms of how increasing the input size
changes the profiling runtime relative overhead on a fixed number of 1 PE.
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Figure 49: Runtime Relative Overhead Comparison on 2 PEs.

Figure 49 compares 6 profiling tools in terms of how increasing the input size
changes the profiling runtime relative overhead on a fixed number of 2 PEs.
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Figure 50: Runtime Relative Overhead Comparison on 6 PEs.

Figure 50 compares 6 profiling tools in terms of how increasing the input size
changes the profiling runtime relative overhead on a fixed number of 6 PEs.
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Figure 51: Runtime Relative Overhead Comparison on 8 PEs.

Figure 51 compares 6 profiling tools in terms of how increasing the input size
changes the profiling runtime relative overhead on a fixed number of 6 PEs.
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B.2 Processing Elements
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Figure 52: Runtime Relative Overhead Comparison with Input Size 35 KB.

Figure 52 compares 6 profiling tools in terms of how increasing the number of PEs
changes the profiling runtime relative overhead on a fixed input size of 35 KB.
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Figure 53: Runtime Relative Overhead Comparison with Input Size 100 KB.

Figure 53 compares 6 profiling tools in terms of how increasing the number of
PEs changes the profiling runtime relative overhead on a fixed input size of 100 KB.
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Figure 54: Runtime Relative Overhead Comparison with Input Size 200 KB.

Figure 54 compares 6 profiling tools in terms of how increasing the number of
PEs changes the profiling runtime relative overhead on a fixed input size of 200 KB.
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Figure 55: Runtime Relative Overhead Comparison with Input Size 400 KB.

Figure 55 compares 6 profiling tools in terms of how increasing the number of
PEs changes the profiling runtime relative overhead on a fixed input size of 400 KB.
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Figure 56: Runtime Relative Overhead Comparison with Input Size 800 KB.

Figure 56 compares 6 profiling tools in terms of how increasing the number of
PEs changes the profiling runtime relative overhead on a fixed input size of 800 KB.
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Figure 57: Runtime Relative Overhead Comparison with Input Size 1600 KB.

Figure 57 compares 6 profiling tools in terms of how increasing the number of
PEs changes the profiling runtime relative overhead on a fixed input size of 1600 KB.
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Figure 58: Runtime Relative Overhead Comparison with Input Size 3200 KB.

Figure 58 compares 6 profiling tools in terms of how increasing the number of
PEs changes the profiling runtime relative overhead on a fixed input size of 3200 KB.
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Figure 59: Runtime Relative Overhead Comparison with Input Size 4300 KB.

Figure 59 compares 6 profiling tools in terms of how increasing the number of
PEs changes the profiling runtime relative overhead on a fixed input size of 4300 KB.
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